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The Invention of Writing

Sinéad McElhone



Timeline of Paper

2500 BCE: Papyrus was used for writing/drawing surfaces in Egypt

105 AD: Chinese court official Ts’ai Lun invented paper in China

610 AD: Paper introduced to Japan via Korea from China

751 AD: Papermaking spreads to Samarkan. First paper mills open in

Baghdad and Damascus

800 AD: Parchment paper is popular in western Europe.



Timeline of Paper

9th - 10th Century: Paper spreads westward to Egypt and Morocco and

overtakes parchment paper

12th Century: Moors bring paper and papermaking with them to Italy

and Spain with their invasion (the crusades).

1221 AD: Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II declared a decree stating

that any document written on paper was illegitimate.

13th Century: Italians improved on the papermaking techniques: wire

molds.

14th - 15th Century: Papermaking spreads to Germany, Holland, and

Switzerland



3150-BCE: Earliest Form of Writing



3000 BCE: Cuneiform

Cuneiform is a pictographic script that was found in Egypt on
thousands of tablets and fragments. There were 900 different
symbols found. There are different stages of cuneiform. The first
stage is simply pictographic. In the second stage the pictographs
seem to represent ideas and phonetics.



2400 BCE: Hieroglyphics

Hieroglyphics were also found in Egypt and although papyrus
was starting to be used as paper, most of the hieroglyphics
found were on either stone or wood. It is not until 1450 BC that
we see hieroglyphics on papyrus.



2400 BCE: Hieroglyphics

The Rosetta Rock was found in 1799. It is how

we are able to decipher what hieroglyphics mean.



1500 BCE: Phoenician Alphabet



4th Century BCE: Greek Alphabet



50 BCE - 500 AD



Capitals Quadrate

These were written in stone and were the precursors of the capital letters

we use today. They were of equal height, and square and proportioned.

Some had serifs, which were cut perpendicularly across the ends of the

strokes.



Roman Square Capitals

Romans combined the Greek alphabet and the Etruscans alphabet, which had 26 letterforms

(same as we have today). Roman also changed the naming of the Greek symbols from

“alpha, beta, etc” to individual characters, “A, B, etc”.

Romans were also using a pen and parchment at this time. The pen used was flat which is

why the shapes also had evolved at this time.



Rustic Capitals

These were also written with a pen and parchment. They were

not as carefully elaborated as the capitals quadrata. They
were much more easily and quickly written.



3rd - 9th Century

Uncials: rounded, freely drawn majuscule letters

Insular Majuscules: developed from half-uncials by Irish
monks, a formal style with exaggerated serifs

Half-Uncials: lettering style of the Christian Church,
introduces ascenders and descenders



800 AD-Medieval Manuscripts



8th - 12th Century



8th - 12th Century

Charlemagne issued a reform decree of 796 which called

for a uniform writing style. Because of this caroline
minuscule became the standard throughout Europe.



1034 AD: Movable Type in Asia

Bi Sheng invented movable type in China. He used two

different methods: wood and ceramic. Neither of these

systems were perfected but they both worked for the small

scale printings they were needed for at that time.



1034 AD: Movable Type in Asia

Choe Yun-ui created movable type in Korea. He used the same

techniques used for bronze casting of metal coins to make

metal type. The main problems he ran into were all the symbols

in the Chinese language.



13th - 15th Century

Gothic style becomes more popular, it is a transitional style between caroline

minuscule and Textura. It has an increased vertical emphasis and is much more
compressed. These qualities add to make more efficient use of the paper.



13th - 15th Century



1450 AD: Movable Type

Johannes Gutenberg invented movable type in the western world. It was

made from lead, tin, and antimony. This invention lead to the popularity of

paper and spread of books. However, the Bible that Gutenberg printed was

not done on paper but on vellum.



1450 AD: Movable Type
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<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/movable_type>.
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"Paper History." Paperonline. Swiss Paper Museum and Museum
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Invention of Printing (1450-1800)
Ryan Muller

Typography



Johannes Gutenberg (AKA) Johann Gutenberg
Born1400c in Mainz, Germany.

A gold minor and business man borrowed money
to invent a technology that has changed the
world forever.



The printing press was invented in (1440) by Gutenberg

This was an invention set to evolve with time.

 By 1499 The printing press became established in over 2500 cities
 around Europe.

.



.



.



   In (1450) Gutenberg began works on the Bible the first 40 lines per page.

   In (1455) the Bible is printed in two volumes.

 There were believed to be over 200 copies of the Bible
  published in Germany in (1455)

   Germany was also home to the first block printed Bible.



\



  The Mainz Psalter- It is world renowned book of Psalms. It is also the earliest evidence 
   of a book printed in color (1457).

Three colors were used in the making of the book red, back and blue.

  The book was illegally imported into the U.S. and was discovered by U.S. government 
  authorities in NYC in (1946). It was then returned to its homeland in Germany.

This book has been valued for an amount over 250,000 dollars due to its history.





Incunabula-  known as the earliest printed books of a genre. Referred to as a

 book or single sheet, that was printed not hand written before the year 1501.

Books produced from moveable type in the early days of printing.

The first Incunabulum is the Gutenberg Bible of 1455.

There are two different types of Incunabula, block book and wood cut both
took a very special craft to achieve publications. .

 

The word originated from the Latin term incunable a former term is fifteener,
referring to the fifteenth century.



 

On the (Right) is an example of a woodcut from
the late 1400’s

On the (Left) is an example of a page from a
 Guttenberg's block book bible. (1450’s)



(Example of some of the earliest Italic type)

This Type was originally formed to fit more 
words on the page. However the style of Italics 
Was pleasing to the eye and began to spread
 around Europe. 

 Italic Type was first used in 1501…



 



In 1550 wallpaper was first introduced to Europe…

All of the first examples of wall paper were hand painted
or stenciled like the examples above. Until 1765 when
Christophe-Phillipe, Oberkampf invented the first ever
wallpaper machine.



In 1605 the first weekly newspaper was publish in (Antwerp).

(Published by Abraham Verkoeven
The town printer and drunkard).

The Early newspapers only consisted
of 2-4 pages and on a few hundred copies
Of each addition were printed.



It wasn’t till the year of 1691 that American colonies opened there first paper mill.

William Rittenhouse and William Bradford founded the first North American mill.

   Papermaking then spread to Maine in the 1730’s.

Rags were used to make paper up until the 1850’s when there became a shortage
of rags and a high demand for paper.

 It was not till the 1850’s that we used wood pulp to create our paper sources. 
 Poplar was the wood of choice best suited to make paper.







   Jacob Christoph Le Blon was a German born painter and engraver who invented the system
   of three and four color printing.

   It is Similar to our CMYK system we use today.

  He used several metal plates (each for an individual color) for making prints with wide range  
  of colors.

  His methods formed the foundation for modern color printing.



   

   

  

  



   

   

  

  

   The year 1800 the iron printing press was invented by Charles the III Stanhope.

  Cast from a mold, filled with Iron.

 This solid piece of work influenced other designs for years to come. 

         This press is most noted for the design of its levers.



The Golden Age of
Typography 1700-1800

William Carra`



Introduction to Typography in the Eighteenth Century

The eighteenth century was part of the Golden Age of Typography. It was a

period of transition linking Old Style and Modern and produced many of our

most popular and enduring fonts.



Culture in the eighteenth century was

characterized by belief in “reason

and reaction.”

Man no longer felt as restrained by

past and the revolution in France and

America showed that they had the power

to change their conditions.

Art entered a period of self-questioning

and innovation.



Architecture

During this period several architectural styles were prominent; Rococo,

a light and delicate version of Baroque and Classicism, influenced by

the simplicity of Greek and Roman buildings





Art

Rococo and Neo-Classicism also

described the painting style of the 1700’s.

Some of the most prominent

painters of the time were Goya,

Fragonard,Gainsborough,

Reynolds, Watteau, Stubbs,

and Constable.





World influences during the Eighteenth Century

Industrial Revolution and the technological advancements that accompanied it

Hairlines that were finer and more clearly defined, elegance and precision

Technological progress was also made in other areas of printing. Presses were made to
be more efficient and the quality of paper and ink was improved





Most Influential Typographers of the Eighteenth Century

William Caslon

Philippe Grandjean

Pierre Simon Fournier

John Baskerville

John Bell

Firmin Didot

Giambatistta Bodoni



William Caslon (1692-1766)

English engraver, established own foundry

Characterized by medium to high contrast

between thick and thin letter strokes

It was final expression of Old Style

showing traits of Traditional Period

First newspaper type standard

(London Times)

Used for printing the Declaration of

Independence and the U.S. Constitution





Philippe Grandjean (1666-1714)

French type cutter commissioned to produce new Royal roman type, the Romain du Roi

For the first time the design of each letter was based precisely on a square and its outline

mathematically plotted on a grid to achieve a precise cutting

First of the Transitional style of type





Pierre Fournier (1712-1768)

Cut roman type similar to Roman du Roi

More significant contribution to typography was his invention of the

 European point system as a means of measuring type; still used in

Europe today.





John Baskerville (1706-1775)

English typographer and printer designed

first “book” font

More delicate and distinctive then that of

Garamond and Caslon; rounded, well

proportional, light in color, good contrast

between thick and thin letter strokes,

stress almost vertical, easier to read

Used generous letter spacing, leading

and margins

Responsible for the upgrading of printing

inks, a new process of wove papermaking

and the invention of the smoothing press

(which made paper smoother and whiter)





John Bell (1746-1831)

English publisher, employed engraver Richard Austin to cut a new roman typeface

based on Old Style but with more contrast between thick and thin letter strokes, a

vertical emphasis, and finer serifs giving it the look of a Modern typeface

Bell’s typeface was overshadowed by the arrival of Didot and Bodoni





Firmin Didot (1730-1804)

Frenchman; printer to King Louis XVI

Created font similar to Romain du Roi,

but also influenced by Baskerville

His font considered the hallmark of

Modern type





Giambattista Bodoni (1740-1813)

Influenced by Didot, he developed a

similar, but superior type face.

His design was the ultimate expression of

the Modern style

His design criteria was that first and

foremost the type must be beautiful and

impressive images in their own right in

the style of neo-classicism





Conclusion

The influence of the technological advancements of the eighteenth century are evident

in the type faces designed during this period. Never before were type cutters able to

produce such sharply cut and precise fonts - greater contrasts were possible, with

hairlines becoming finer and more clearly defined. The improvements in the quality of

ink and paper also allowed for greater strides to be made in the art of printing.

The era was marked by desire for clarity and innovation and the major typographers of

this period were instrumental in experimenting and advancing the field of typography.

The eighteenth century was very much a part of the Golden Age of typography.



Typography A.D. 1800-1900
The Industrial Revolution
“The Machine is Here to Stay” - Aldous Huxley 1928

Emma Marson

Linotype Machine



The time period between 1800 and 1900 was a time of change in all aspects of life, especially in the realm of typography
in response to the Industrial Revolution.

As Katherine McCoy puts it in American Graphic Design Expression: The Evolution of American
Typography, “A spontaneous response to the communication needs of the Industrial revolution, graphic
design was invented to sell the fruits of mass production to growing consumer societies in Europe and
North American the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Rapidly expanding reproduction
technologies provided the means for graphic designs participation in the vast economic, political,
technological and social changes of that era.”



During the Industrial Age, man was truly beginning to realize just how
much machines can improve upon human labor, cutting costs and
increasing production. With this came mass production, followed by the
explosion of advertising, the need to advertise all the new available
products to the public.

Ad card for a

classic retail

store product;

cologne.

Un-issued

engraved

certificate

from  brewing

co. 1880



Notice how this ad from 1867 exaggerates the
abilities of the product by using words such
as “Astounding” and “Panic Prices” much like
ads still existent today.

Also note the use of motto’s. “Small Profits
and Quick Sales”



Because wood block printing was good for posters but inconvenient for printing small
type, in1815 William Crowther invented a printing press using curved steel plates, the design has
barely changed to this day. By 1827 Darius Wells was using a hard-carved wooden type block to
mass-produce text.



Metal type casting was limited to just one or
two inches in height due to difficulties of
casting larger type, the weight and the cost.

Darius Wells invented the lateral router, a saw
that could cut curves in wood allowing for the
production of a lighter, larger and cheaper
letterform.



In 1892 the majority of the type foundries in the United States merged into
company, the ATF (American Type Founders).

Combined 23 smaller
foundries total.

Closed its doors in 1993
with only six employees.

Designed Franklin
Gothic (Microsoft's
corporate typeface)



Machines was beginning to replace manpower, which caused unemployment in the typesetting
industry. Comics were also gaining popularity.

Modern Comic



Comic from July 15th, 1860



Much to the delight of the public, images could be combined with text to create a
more effective result.



Invented in 1889, followed by the Monotype machine.

These machines allowed type to be chosen, used then re-circulated back into the machine automatically.

This method reduced cost of labor and reduced printing time by 85%, rendering previous methods obsolete.

Ottmar Mergenthaler’s Linotype



The First Linotype Machine



Linotype Machine Monotype Machine Monotype Keyboard



Manuale Tipographico

Written by Giambattista Bodoni with only 250 copies printed,
published 5 years after his death in 1818 by his widow.

Manual Tipographico is significant because of Bodoni’s influence
and passion on the typographic arts. He worked for 40 years
printing around 1,500 books, this being his final work.

It contains a preface written by Bodoni, 142 of his roman faces,
italics, several exotics and many ornaments.



William Morris’ Kelmscott Press

William Morris was an English textile
designer, artist, writer
and socialist associated with
the English Arts and Crafts movement.

He founded the Kelmscott
Press in 1891 in London for
the purpose of producing
examples of improved printing
and book design.



William Morris’ Kelmscott Press

He designed clear typefaces (ex: Roman “Golden”
type). What made the press especially unique was the
careful selection of paper and ink and the integration of
type and decoration. It operated until 1898 and
produced a total of 18,234 books.





The Influence of Art Nouveau
French, meaning “new art”

The late Victorian era from 1880 to World War I was 
characterized by an ornamental style (organic, intricate, 
asymmetrical, flowing lines). 



It was the dawn of display type. Sometimes it is
referred to as “over-decorated”. It is said by many
learned students of typography that this lilting line had
some basis from Asian art - being influenced heavily
by the many Japanese woodcuts being imported into
Paris and London.

one popular example is desdemona



Fat Face

Fat face fonts were designed for display purposes 
(another response to the explosion of advertising), 
surfacing around 1810-1820.

Characterized by “slab” like vertical lines and
emphasis on vertical serifs, wedge-like shapes.





BODONI is an example of a Fat Faced font.

BODONI POSTER COMPRESSED

BODONI POSTER

BODONI BOLD CONDENSED

BODONI BOOK

BODONI POSTER ITALIC



Chromolithography
technology used to color
printing.

Originally used for
decoration because they
were cheap to make and
could be mass produced.

Invented in Germany in 1796.



Close up



       Serif

Serif typeface with think, block-like serifs that can
be blunt, angular or rounded.

Commonly used in headlines and advertisements
but rarely in long text.

Became popular during this time period because
of the need for new, different typefaces to use in
advertising (and everything other than books).





Though there is no actual connection between authentic
Egyptian writing and slab serif fonts, they ended up
being referred to as Egyptian.

This was because of a popular trend of the public
craving design that was considered “Egyptian”, not
only in typography but also in other areas of design
such as furniture.

Fun Fact:
Egyptian Trends



Vincent Figgens

British punchcutter and typefounder, made the first recorded
slab serif type, called Antique…..

Antique Olive Light
Antique Olive Nord

Unlike classical serif faces, Antique had blunt, straight-edged
serifs and almost no thick-thin contrast in the stroke weights.

It was offered in three sizes.

Antique Olive Black



The popular font Rockwell can trace its roots back to the London
type founder, Vincent Figgins.



Tolbert Lanston

Lanston is the American founder of Monotype and inventor
of the monotype machine.

Monotype

Monotype

Two current versions of Monotype…



Tolbert Lanston also invented a
mechanical typesetting system in
1887 and the first hot metal typesetter
a few years later.

He then spent the rest of his life
perfecting and manufacturing his
invention.

Tolbert Lanston



The Lumiere Brothers

Some of the earliest filmmakers.

Publicly screened ten short films of about 46 seconds each in Paris in 1895.



Original Lumiere Film Tin and Camera Projector



Typography &
The Arts and Crafts Movement

Anna Begin

September 2008



Typographic Style and Influences
(approx. 1850-1960)



Origins of The Arts & Crafts Movement

The movement originated in England in
the second half of the 19th century.  The
style was later adopted by American
artists and designer as became also
known as Mission Style.



Factors leading up to The Arts and Crafts Movement

INDUSTRIALIZATION

Rise of consumer class

Rise of Manufactured consumer goods



Mass Production

Because of this cycle, goods were often
poor in design and quality so as to be
cheaply mass produced.



The Arts & Crafts Movement sought to move away from the focus on mass
production and consumerism and towards a focus on individual craftsmanship and skill.



Letter form

The technologies of the Industrial
Revolution allowed type designers to use
larger letter sizes, bolder fonts, and even
incorporate images with letter forms, thus
creating a highly decorated style used in
advertising/ large posters.

The typographers of the Arts & Crafts
Movement sought to move back towards
simple, legible typefaces, and focused
on skillfully crafting them.



Helvetica (1957)



An era of simpler, more legible text

1850’s
advertisement

1950’s
advertisement



Art Nouveau

Part of the Arts and Crafts Movement,
primarily in France, characterized by
applying the highest standards of
craftsmanship and design to everyday
objects

(French for “new art”)



A Focus on Craftsmanship

simplicity,

good craftsmanship,

 and good design.

Typographic designers focused on
symmetrical layouts, balance,
margin proportions, letter and word
spacing, traditional typefaces, few
sizes, and skillful letter pressing.



Important Ideas of The Arts and Crafts Movement

The typographers of the Arts and Crafts
Movement attempted to “re-humanize”
type, making thoughtfully crafted typefaces
that were easy to read.  Many designed
vertical or elongated letterforms, and
almost all typefaces designed with the style

of this movement were san serif.

In 1928, German typographer Jan Tschichold wrote
Die Neue Typographie (The New Typography),
condemning all but san serif fonts, and emphasizing
that clarity is the essence of new typography.



WILLIAM MORRIS (1834-1896)

William Morris was a prominent figure of The Arts and Crafts Movement.  He was inspired by the
writing of John Ruskin.  Morris co-founded the Arts & Crafts Exhibition Society with Walter Crane in
1888, founded the Kelmscott Press in 1891, and designed numerous typefaces throughout his
career.

Examples of Morris’ typefaces:

Chaucer:

ITC Golden:

Troy:





Architecture of the Arts & Crafts Movement

Architecture, like other forms of art during
the arts & crafts movement, consisted of
mostly clear lines, plain surfaces, and
simple design.

architects moved away from the highly
decorated Victorian style.



Gustav Stickley (1858-1942)

Influenced by William Morris, Gustav
Stickley spread and popularized the Arts
& Crafts style of architecture in the
United States.

He published a magazine called
“The Craftsman”

“The word that is best loved in the language of every nation is home, for when a man's home is born out of his heart
and developed through his labor and perfected through his sense of beauty, it is the very cornerstone of his life.”



Charles Voysey (1857-1941)

Voysey was a prominent Arts & Crafts Movement designer and architect. His
houses are recognized for their simplicity and originality.



Greene & Greene Architecture Firm

Between 1907 and 1909, architecture
firm  Greene & Greene constructed
many simple bungalow style homes

Henry Greene Charles Greene

Bungalow style architecture was simple, and
designed for function with pride in the
craftsmanship



Monotype

Monotyping is a type of printmaking
made by drawing or painting on a
smooth surface (historically a copper
etching plate.)

The image is then transferred onto a
sheet of paper by pressing the two
together, usually using a printing-press

(Printing Press)



The Invention of the Modern Typewriter

Christopher Latham Sholes (1819-1890) 
invented the first practical modern
typewriter, and patented it in 1868.

Five years, many experiments, and two
patents later, Sholes and his associates
produced an improved model similar to
today's typewriters.

This model produced in 1873 was then
manufactured and sold by Remington
Arms Company.



“Gill Sans”





Modern Examples of Arts & Crafts Typefaces

Adrian Frutiger - Frutiger(1975), Univers (1961)

Eric Gill - Gill Sans (1928), Perpetua (1928)

Frederic Goudy - Copperplate (1905), Goudy (1915)

Hermann Zapf - Optima (1958), Palatino (1948)

Jan Tschichold - Sabon (1966-1967)

Paul Renner - Futura (1924-1926)

Max Miedinger - Helvetica (1957)



The Arts & Crafts Movement

”To substitute the luxury of taste
  for the luxury of costliness;
  to teach that beauty does not imply

         elaboration or ornament;
  to employ only those forms and materials

         which make for simplicity, individuality,
         and dignity of effect.”

       -Gustav Stickley



The Industrial Revolution brought about change
in all aspects of society, typography being no
exception.

The birth of advertising stemmed from the need
to sell the bounty of products being produced in
factories.

Therefore, typographers adapted the tools and
fonts of the industry to accommodate the
exploding use of posters, newspapers and the
integration of images with type.

The Industrial Revolution



1850 -1960

Modernism

Sophia Miles



What was modernism?

Modernism is a term describing
the cultural movement in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth century. The

term covers all of the arts, including

graphic design and typography.

The movement affirms the power of human

beings to create, improve, and reshape

their environment. Modernism encouraged

artists to look at the standards and reform

them. The movement embraced change.



Modernism in Typography

Typographic modernism flourished in Germany in

the 1920s, under the influence of the Bauhaus and

through individuals such as Paul Renner and Jan

Tschichold. It remains significant to this day,

especially in Europe.

It is characterized by a strong contrast between

thick verticals and thin horizontal strokes, a

vertical axis and vertical stressing, little or no

calligraphic quality, thin horizontal serifs, ball

terminals on letters such as f and j. Modern





Priority is to be given to function. The “decorative” was not intended to be beautiful.

Rational principles such as systematic geometry and grids were essential.







Paul Renner: pragmatism and idealism, utility and beauty

Designed the typeface futura in the 1920’s,
starting in 1924. He called it a “serif less
roman”. It is now one of the most used
typefaces today.

Renner made his living as a book designer
and a graphic arts

teacher in Munich.



He was reacting to the Bauhaus

movement and Herbert Bayer’s call for

a “universal alphabet” that attempted

to get rid of capital letters.

To the left is an example of his

handwritten prototype for futura. In his

original design, he used no capital letters.

He eventually conformed to standards

and created both systems.



Renner believed that the first duty of the typographer

was to convey a clear message to the reader.

He therefore believed that things were created for a

purpose: "usable, but they should also look good"

–Renner

"the principles of traditional book typography should

only be questioned once they had been mastered"

–Renner



Futura vs. Fraktur

Renner’s creation of Futura was

a precursor to one of the great typographic debates that

occurred in Germany due to the rise of Nazism in the 1930s,

as Renner was teaching graphic arts in Munich.



Fraktur, the gothic script that had been

used for hundreds of years in Germany,

was associated with the Nazi philosophy.

Renner wanted to abolish the use of Fraktur

in favor of roman types and openly called

for its abolishment.



Renner and fellow typographer and teacher

Jan Tschichold were dismissed from their

teaching posts by the Nazis for "national

unworthiness," and Renner moved to

Switzerland, where he lived briefly in exile.



Jan Tschichold (1902—1974)

German type and book designer Jan Tschichold revolutionized modern typography:

Bold, asymmetrical designs

Sans serif typography



Jan Tschichold was responsible for the dramatic

early 20th-century revolution that changed the

way modern typographers work.

Tschichold understood that typography's mission

was communication. He was the first to unite

modernism and pragmatism into effective

compositions.



Penguin Publishing

In September 1946, Tschichold became the

official Penquin typographer. At this time,

Penquin Publishing was a leader in paperback

books. He formulated rules for composition,

grids for all of the series, and changed the

typefaces to have more hairlines and higher

leading.





SABON/sabon

Tschichold’s last important typographical commission

was the creation of ‘Sabon’, a type-face designed to

meet specific technical requirements. It is an example

of Tschichold’s direct and logical thinking and

designing.

This image is a free hand illustration done by

Tschichold during the creation of this font.



Constructivism was a movement from
1915 to the 1940’s, created by the
Russian avant-garde. Constructivist art is
committed to complete abstraction with a
devotion to modernity, where themes are
often geometric, experimental and rarely
emotional. Constructivist themes are also
quite minimal, where the artwork is
broken down to its most basic elements.
New media was often used in the creation
of works, which helped to create a style of
art that was orderly.



Russian Constructivism in Typography

Constructivist typography developed its own

distinctive look. Letters and words were at right

angles to each other, and were framed by bold rules

and orders printed in one or two primary colors.



Bauhaus: “hausbau” meaning ‘house construction’ in German.

Opened in Weimer, Germany in 1919 by

Walter Gropius.

Typography and graphic art wasn’t first a

focus of the school, but later became part of

its identity.

The Bauhaus typography was directed

towards simplicity. They wanted to get rid of

capital letters.





“Why should we write and print with two alphabets? Both a large and a

small sign are not necessary to indicate one single sound. We do not

speak a capital A and a small a. We need only a single alphabet.”

–Herbert Bayer



B
Herbert Bayer went on a rant defending his insistence
on getting rid of capital letters. He said that it would
save money because there would be no need to put
the shift button on typewriters and it would also save
money on paper.



Modern Type Today

The influences of modernism and the Bauhaus

movement have directly effected the way typography

is used today.

Renner’s Futura has become one of the most

popular fonts today. The font has been used for:



The former Swiss airline

Swissair used Futura from

the 1950s to the 1990s.



Boeing commercial

airplanes almost

exclusively use a

variation of Futura in

their flight deck, for both

information decals and

instrumentation.





Paul Renner, Jan Tschichold, and other innovative

typographers during the modernist movement have

shaped the way typography is perceived today.

Due to their involvement, simplicity and utility have

become a standard in today’s typographic society.

Russian Constructivism is still an active form of

expression today, and can been seen in use on

billboards and other forms of advertising.
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30 Years of Innovation
Typography 1960-1990



The Origin of the Road Sign

The United States Federal Highway Administration developed the “Highway Gothic” typeface to be

used on all highway signs. Highway Gothic is a sans-seriff font designed for maximum legibility at
distance and high speeds. Established officially in 1954, Highway Gothic consists of 7 different

variations, A, B, C, D, E, E(M), and F, each varying in size and width.

Highway Gothic is the regulation font used for road

signs in the United States, Spain, the Netherlands,

New Zealand, Australia, Mexico and Canada.
This is the live area for images that are used as illustrations for
your content.





Gerald Holtom

Gerald Holtom is the man famous for designing the forever popular “peace symbol” in 1958 It was  the

symbol for the Direction Action Committee Against Nuclear War (DAC). The design was a combination
of the letters "N" (two arms outstretched pointing down at 45 degrees) and "D" (one arm upraised

above the head) of the flag semaphore alphabet, standing for nuclear disarmament.

This symbol for the DAC later became the worldwide

symbol for peace.



Saul Bass: 40 Years of Design

As an American Graphic Artist, Saul Bass produced innovative work from 1950 to 1990. Bass is

famous in the film industry for his work with moving type in motion picture title sequences and fresh,
unique animated move posters. He worked with talented filmmakers throughout the decades such

as Alfred Hitchcock, Otto Preminger and Martin Scorsese.



1961 Movie Poster for West Side Story



1955 Poster for The Man with the Golden Arm



1959 Poster for Anatomy of a Murder



Saul Bass: Corporate Design

Not only was Bass talented typographically in the entertainment industry but also the corporate

design arena as well. Some of the most widely recognized logos were designed by Bass, such
as the AT&T Ball logo (1983),Girl Scouts of America logo (1978), and the YWCA logo (1988).



The AT&T Ball logo (1983)



Girl Scouts of America logo (1978)



Paul Rand: Swiss Style of Graphic Design

Paul Rand was an American Graphic Designer who made use of the Swiss Style of graphic design.

The Swiss Style originated in the 1950’s and is widely known for its cleanliness and objectivity. Rand
was the designer for world famous logos for large companies like ABC, UPS and IMB.

Rand’s logos play off of simplicity and asymmetry,

two distinct characteristics of the Swiss Style.
This is the live area for images that are used as illustrations for
your content.



Rand’s original IBM design



Herb Lubalin

Herb Lubalin is an American graphic designer who’s claim to fame is the page design for several

magazines including Mother and Child, Eros, Fact and the infamous, Avant Garde. His innovative
designs made using whole page typographic titles in magazines popular in the 1960’s. His logos

are timeless and had a huge influence on the post-modern art deco era of the 1990’s.



The Cover of Avant Garde Magazine



Lubalin’s custom font for Avant Garde



Wim Crouwel

A dutch graphic designer and typographer, Wim Crouwel is famous for designing the New Alphabet

in 1967. The New Alphabet is an abstract font based on a dot-matrix system easy for computers to
read.  He is infamous for his systematic approach to letter design. Crouwel has also done extensive

work for the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam designing posters and exhibitions.



The New Alphabet



A Crouwel Original



Wolfgang Weingart

Wolfgang Weingart is a German born Graphic Designer who is also known as the “Father” of New Wave Typography. New Wave Typography is
a uniquestyle of type that defies the strict grid based organizing conventions.  Some characteristics of New Wave Typography include
inconsistent letter spacing, varying type weights within single words and type set at unusual angles. Since 1968 Weingart has been a part of
the typography program at the Basel School of Design in Switzerland.



An example of

Weingart’s work



Weingart’s book entitled Typography was
published in 1979



Karl Gerstner

Karl Gerstner, a Swiss Graphic Designer, is one of the co-founders of the largest internationally

acclaimed advertising firms in Switzerland called GGK in 1962. After a few years Gerstner left his
position at GGK and went on to design corporate logos for large companies such as Swiss Air.

Gerstner is also accredited with designing an innovative font called Berthold in 1987.

The original design of Berthold.



Zuzana Licko

Zuzana Licko is a typeface designer from Bratislava. She founded the magazine Émigré in 1984 with

her husband. Émigré is responsible for producing and distributing original fonts for other graphic
artists. In 1985 Licko designed the Lo-Res font family, which consists of little pixilated letters.

Variations of of the Lo-Res font family.

This is the live area for images that are used as illustrations for
your content.



Philippe Apeloig

Parisan graphic desginer Philippe Apeoig is infamous for his poster design using the “Swiss Style.”

Apeloig has designed posters for many institutions including the Museum of Modern Art, Museum of
Art and History of Judaism in Paris, and the Musee d’Orsay.

Portrait of Apeloig done by Antoine Poupel in 2003



Poster designed by an Apeoig copycat



A group of posters designed by
Apeloig for various exhibits



Neville Brody

Neville Brody is a successful English graphic designer, art director and typographer. Brody is famous

for pushing creative limits in his design work. He is the founder of Fontworks. Fontworks was created
in 1990 and it is an electronic store which manufactures and sells designer type for graphic artists.



Brody has been the Art Director for multiple magazines including the British produced
Face as well as Arena.



An example of Brody’s originality and creativity.



Brody has done everything from posters for Nike campaigns to designing album covers for artists
such as Depeche Mode and Cabaret Voltaire. Brody continues his successful career as a designer
into the present recently designing the new look for Don Perignon in 2007.

Neville Brody [cont’d]





Technology and Typography

In 1982 a new type of printing was developed called PostScript by John Warnock and Charles Geshke. PostScript is a

dynamically typed programming language. Printing using PostScript laser techniques offers more high quality line art

like a plotter, as well as the ability to generate sharp graphics like from a printer. The creation of PostScript printing led

to a combination of high quality  text and graphics being presented on the same page.

A PostScript Printer combines the technology of
both plotters as well as printers so graphic
artists may enjoy the best of both worlds.



Basel School of Design

The Basel School of Design was founded in the 1960’s by Armin Hofmann and Emil Ruder. The school is located in heart of revolutionary design,
Switzerland. Hofmann and Ruder developed world renowned courses in graphic design and typography. Basel soon became a mecca of
innovative design, with it’s famous teachers and up and coming students. To this day the Basel School of Design is looked to has a top design
institution and a birthplace of fresh talent.

(Left) Headshot of designer Emil Ruder

(Right) Snapshot of typographer Armin Hoffman



The Evolution Of Typography
The Early 90’s until the Present //

By Sean Crebbs



“ Typography is to be seen as well as read… ”

The early 90’s until the present



This quote is very important to remember when thinking about
typography during the early 90’s. That is because during this
period typography began to undergo several radical innovations
and experimentations.

For Example text was being treated as image, and designs
started to take on additional layers of meaning. Take a look
at these designs on the following page by





Template Gothic designed by Barry Deck in 1990 Is a perfect
example of this hand like/mechanical process:

Type…Designed
In order to maintain the visual aesthetics of design during this
period designers were having to create there own typefaces.
Typefaces began to break away from the modern and simple
designs that emerged decades earlier, to become these
mechanical, hand rendered fonts that spoke more as image
then as a text.





DESIGNERS
Katherine McCoy, Martin Venezky
and David Carson…
as well as many other designers of this period were 
starting to look at type in a whole different way!





Katherine McCoy &
Cranbrook
McCoy began her career at Unimark International in the late
1960’s, where she was exposed to the...

SWISS SCHOOL METHOD
Which was a rational approach that used just one sans serif
font in a few sizes, which she remarks was very radical on the
scene in the US.



However through 1971-95 as co-chair of the department
of design at Cranbrook Academy of Art, McCoy began
to break away from the Modernist typographic principals.

she starts to explore the relationships between
image and text, focusing on symbolic codes and
their relationships and meanings.





       McCoy also credits Cranbrook student (Ed Fella) for
introducing notions of “low design” typography into
the academy. (see following page)





While at Cranbrook McCoy encouraged students such as Martin Venezky 
and Elliot Earls to engage in typographic experimentation and the potential 
for typography as discourse.

“Typography as Discourse.”



Martin Venezky, Elliot Earls and Stephan Sagemeister
(and émigré magazine)

All three designers were apart of the Cranbrook school
of thought and design



Martin Venezky
explores ideas about physical manipulation and compositional placement,
always aware of the need for an essential clarity of communication.

He is concerned with the notion of process and includes in this the physical
construction of letterforms. He investigates how letterforms are constructed,
using low-tech and high-tech production methods: sewing, photographic,
reproduction, stencil and collage.

His letterforms are created out of found objects – fabric, lace, wire etc.



Martin Venezky’s:
Design poster for SunDance’s
Film Festival



Elliot Earls

“When the purely perceptual or retinal elements
do not conform to historically accepted norms,
the type is experimental.”



Steven Sagemeister
makes Earls quote ring true

The Austrian designer brought the informality and immediacy of
hand-scrawled letterforms, that many other designers were trying
to use, to the forefront of the graphic design world with a poster
for the AIGA lecture series Fresh Dialogue.”

(see next page)



He likes to use combinations of vernacular typography and 
everyday objects to make his designs. 

This type was etched in by an intern
using an xacto-knife



Émigré Magazine
a popular publication during this time is a good example
of the style of design That these particular designers were
doing. With lots of experimental typography.



David Carson
is Another popular designer from the early 90’s

However unlike some of the other designers, David Carson had
not been professionally educated and states that “he simply did what
made sense to him.”

He is especially known for treating text as image and attempts
to break typographic conventions.





Carson
As designer of Ray Gun Magazine, beach culture and more, is a firm
believer in type acting as image.

Even today as modernism tries to makes it way back, with the
popularity of Helvetica emerging again,

Carson as well as many other designers like Manuel Krebs and Dimitri
Bruni are trying to design more and experiment more with fonts. And
escape the rise of simple sans serif fonts that are slowly coming back.



It is though typography in the last decade
or so has come full circle:

The 1990’s was a time for experimental type with designer like
Katherine McCoy and David Carson who we just looked at.

And now, slowly but surely, with the advancement of technology
and the need for simple clean fonts Modernism has made its
way back.

However it is still a popular area for debate. Because of designers
like Carson who wants type to be more then just a simple clean
font, but instead an image, a statement.

For more on this Please watch the following film Helvetica



Sean Crebbs
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